
Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 

33041 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 Call Greg to 

InventSomething! ...Next Revolution will be won by MD 

women! 

10-13-14 Columbus Day for a invention to hear Aliens... Get 

Psyched Up for the Sexiest Woman Alive... Mary B, to light up 

your Frontal Lobe's Hardest Invention neurons + axions in a 

electrical storm, storming the beach in France on Columbus 

Day for a invention to hear Aliens, Discover 52 Alien species 

leave the Box Jelly fish to the Special forces Doctors! 

Special forces Doctors Polio Vaccine was H2O now 300 kids 

have lead... element, in their blood from our Element... 1984 

II Numb Nuts who just sold the Waldorf to China for $2 

Billion gotten from giving 300 kids lead... sick! And a War 

Crime by MD's. A heavy issue in China. In the wake of 

explosive development, environmental degradation has 

morphed into a major problem. Among the 40,000 or so 

residents in Dapu Town in Hengyang, central China's 

Hunan Province, more than 300 children were diagnosed 

with excessive lead in their blood earlier this year. Beijing 

Review, China 

10-13-14 USPS, US Postal Service outsourced to Apple would 

give Mail Delivery laser guidance and Medical Schools 

eminent domain! To make most of the PO Buildings a 

Habitat for Humanity with extra public parking, Jimmy 

Carter would like this. iMailApple with $1 Trillion to convert 

the USPS to iMailApple. 

inventsomething@live.com

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/photos
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10-13-14 2014 Nobel Prize in Economics, French economist 

Jean Tirole 

10-13-14 1 Trillionth ElectricWindmillFord Escort coming off 

the Assembly Line!! 

10-13-14 "Special Forces, doctor to study jellyfish species" 

10-13-14 Box Jellyfish" in "H" @ -254 C 

10-13-14 There ain't no "Invention" hard enough to 

"Brainstorm" I just have to call out your name... Mary B. you 

are God's Best Invention I can get psyched-up for your touch, 

voice, of a trillion volts and I will catch the biggest 

invention. "To Have Have Not" There ain't no Invention hard 

enough to discover, I just have to call out your name, Mary 

B!"To have Have Not" To Have the gravity engine, To Have 

Not Murder of 19K SWF in 2014, War, Crime, Gas Station Hold 

Ups... men sucker punch the women as they can't get at Uncle 

Sam's $$$ Mecca + Allah. Penelope Cruz's undeniable beauty 

is no trick. In fact, the 40-year-old Spanish dream has been 

named Esquire's Sexiest Woman Alive 2014... 

10-13-14 Columbus Day for a invention to hear Aliens... Get 

Psyched Up for the Sexiest Woman Alive... Mary B, to light up 

your Frontal Lobe's Hardest Invention neurons + axioms in a 

electrical storm, storming the beach in France on Columbus 

Day for a invention to hear Aliens, Discover 52 Alien species 

leave the Box Jelly fish to the Special forces Doctors! 

10-13-14 There ain't no "Invention" hard enough to 

"Brainstorm" I just have to call out Mary B. 

10-13-14 "Gone Girl II Gone Inventing...' 

10-13-14 'Gone Girl' topped the box office for the second week. 

Four new films couldn't catch her. According to studio 

estimates on Sunday, the Fox thriller 

10-13-14 "Box In the Box Jellyfish" in "H" @ -254 C 
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10-13-14 "Special Forces, doctor to study jellyfish species" 

10-13-14 There ain't no "Invention" hard enough to 

"Brainstorm" I just have to call out Mary B... 

ARMY AT WAR with box jellyfish "Special Forces, doctor to 

study jellyfish species" BY ADAM LINHARDT Citizen Staff 

alinhardt@keysnews.com The rough and tough military 

commandos who train in Fleming Key Basin waters are 

concerned about a saltwater nuisance that affects everyday 

snorkelers and divers as well -- jellyfish. Specifically, the 

United States Special Operations Command (USSOCOM) 

wants to know more about the larger box jellyfish that 

delivers a painful, venomous sting. 

10-13-14 There ain't no "Invention" hard enough to 

"Brainstorm" I just have to call out Mary B. "Box In the Box 

Jellyfish" in "H" @ -254 C 

10-13-14 Mandy Miles Sunday Citizen Key West she wants... 

49 cents stamps as a bar code to scan. 

10-13-14 USPS, US Postal Service outsourced to Apple would 

give Mail Delivery laser guidance and Medical Schools 

eminent domain! To make most of the PO Buildings a 

Habitat for Humanity, Jimmy Carter would like this. 

iMailApple with $1 Trillion to convert the USPS to iMailApple. 

10-13-14 PO is not about mailing and getting a letter but 

$$$ Paying $$$ Mandy Miles double what she makes at the 

Key West Citizen Newspaper to deliver mail. 

10-12-14 USPS, US Postal Service outsourced to Apple would 

give Mail Delivery laser guidance and Medical Schools 

eminent domain! To make most of the PO Buildings a 

Habitat for Humanity, Jimmy Carter would like this. 

iMailApple with $1 Trillion to convert the USPS to iMailApple. 

10-12-14 Yes this means you can pick up your package at 

Apple-Starbucks Stores + I was going to say gas station but 

there will not be any gas stations soon as the 1 trillionth 

ElectricWindmillFord Escort comes off the assembly line. 
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10-12-14 PO should be "Outsourced to Apple for iMailApple, 

Mandy can start writing this article tonight... grin!! 

10-12-14 Mandy Miles Sunday Citizen Key West she wants... to 

get one big "Discovery; like USPS Mail is now... iMailApple 

USPS Outsourced to Apple by the 1984 II Numb Nuts 

Dictators... grin!! 

10-12-14 Mandy Miles Sunday Citizen Key West she wants... 

Homeland Security to stop the murders by scanning the 

Home... Who gave Homeland Security the name but not the 

"1984 II" Big Brother Orders to scan for this? 

"School officials release names of 2 child victims in New York 

quadruple killing" Fox News GUILDERLAND, N.Y. - Two young 

brothers found slain with their parents last week in a 

suburban Albany home are being described by their 

principal as "kind, gentle and joyful" boys. 

10-12-14 Mandy Miles Sunday Citizen Key West "Why in the 

World are 49-cent postage stamps still a part of our lives? 

Same reason gasoline cars are Mandy, our 1984 II Numb 

Nuts Dictators! "No wonder the PO is hemorrhaging cash... 

Mandy knows but is prohibited from writing the cash comes 

from $777 Trillion in Gas Station Hold Up by Yale Grads + 

Vets like McCain $$$ "Their blaming technology instead of 

embracing it... Mandy, they gave the laster guided car to the 

Navy Fighter Jets, yes laster guided scooter in Key West since 

forever, was kill so others would get killed. McCain and the 

Yale Grads know they have killed a lot of people suppressing 

laster guided cars, trucks, bikes! Hell No you can not use 

Homeland Security to scan for Breast Cancer or the flu... 

McCain killed off or paid off all the Yale MD's when Teddy 

Kennedy was still alive. Mandy, she wants... the post office to 

scan your mail... no more stamps. Post Office takes a picture 

of your mail, Mandy missed this! Mandy went on and on 

about the Post Office. Nothing about over paying PO workers 

at double what Mandy makes and managers at all PO get 
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at double what Mandy makes and managers at all PO get 

$100K. Nothing to do with the PO everything to do with the 

ElectricWindmill? Car and Homeland Security not scanning 

for 10 mm breast tumors. MD's get $1 Trillion a year in kick 

backs for going along with the gasoline... fire bombing cop 

cars via Bush, its poisonous exhaust. Remember cold-hearted 

MD's who own Nursing Homes let you fall asleep on the toilet 

as a seat belt would be harming your rights! Sick MD's! 

10-12-14 Mandy Miles Sunday Citizen Key West she wants... 

PO to scan mail with no more stamps even if it cost more. 

10-12-14 Back from China, (Mandy) comes down with a 

lung disease... Pollution in China hits 20 times safe limit. A 

thick haze of smog has descended on parts of northern 

China, pushing pollution to more than 20 times what the 

World Health Organization considers a safe limit. The heavy 

smog reduced visibility in some areas to such an extent 

Friday that highways were closed and residents were warned 

to stay indoors. 

10-12-14 Back from Glasgow, (Mandy) comes down with a 

lung disease... Pollution in Glasgow causes 300 premature 

deaths per year. The city council report reveals air pollution 

as the cause of 300 premature deaths in the city each year. 

That means pollution in Glasgow is now 15 times deadlier 

than violent crime. 

10-12-14 Vietnam War's North Vietnam Generals scrap the 

masses for a BP Oil Swiss Bank Account. This will cause a 

civil War when Leaked by Greg Lovestars... Scrap metal from 

used ships polluting Vietnam environment. The Vietnamese 

Ministry of Natural Resources and the Environment allows 

enterprises and individuals to import used ships for scrap 

steel. Environmentalists say it's causing pollution. Vietnam 

Net 1 Trillionth ElectricWindmillFord Escorts coming off the 

Hanoi Assembly Lines... North Vietnam Generals could not 

pass up $777 Trillion in a Swiss Bank Account... sick! Greed is 
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pass up $777 Trillion in a Swiss Bank Account... sick! Greed is 

the #1 reason why the Navy sank the JFK Super Shuttle 

Trains! And the PO doesn't have laser guided mail. 

10-12-14 Sunday Washington Times; "Exclusive: Feds take 

jobs from disabled Americans, send them to Central"... Jim 

McElhatton and Jim McElhatton, Quin Hillyer 

10-12-14 m McElhatton and Jim McElhatton, Quin Hillyer 

know about the 1 Trillionth ElectricWindmillFord Escorts 

coming off the Hanoi Assembly Lines. Washington Times 

owner and editors know too! Sick! 

From <http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/> 
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